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Abstract

Academic libraries have in tandem, gradually assumed a superior role in a nation’s development. Academic library policies and practices over the world have therefore advocated holistic research data management in a physical and virtual landscape. These dynamics have posed challenges and consequences for socio-economic development for academic libraries in Ghana. This study analyses and assesses research data management policies and practices in academic libraries in order to develop a strategic and comprehensive framework that depicts real time coordination among stakeholders for socio-economic development, thus setting a strong agenda for national development in Ghana. Using ethically professional research methods, this study adopted the purposive sampling techniques to select its sample size, scooped both quantitative and qualitative data from survey-based secondary data sources and modifies existing research data management theories and models to unravel and explain its findings. The Ghana Library Board (GLB), the Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries in Ghana (CARLIGH), and the Ghana Library Association (GLA) are key policy formulation agencies in Ghana’s academic library industry with a goal of negotiating licensing agreements and play leadership roles to reinforce research data management. Poor level of collaboration between researchers and librarians, lack of research data management skill, lack of technological innovation and financial constraints are key challenges of academic libraries in Ghana. Surely, academic libraries in Ghana have exhibited potentials for revitalizing research data management in the areas of health, education, employment, land and housing, governance, water and sanitation, agriculture, energy, urbanization, youth and gender studies, and the environment. The recommended national research data management policy framework with an embedded enterprise wide research management information system will assure the world’s academic library in-
dustry of an effective RDM strategy that drives global development, hone the expertise of academic libraries in Ghana and direct their research data management strategies.
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1. Introduction

As information management technologies have become the driving force behind global competitiveness, academic libraries have in tandem, gradually assumed a superior role in a nation’s development. Notwithstanding the challenges of ascertaining the actual measure of economic and community enhancement [1], the efficient collection, use, access and dissemination of information by academic libraries influence the quality of long-term learning and consequences for national development [2]. In essence, academic library systems and infrastructure enables access to strategic and research information that informs competent planning policy formulation and implementation across all sectors of any economy [3]. In the same vein, academic library policies and practices over the world have advocated holistic research data management in a virtual landscape without neglecting its traditional roles of providing physical learning space, which revitalizes some social learning outcomes as evident in the Chinese University of Hong Kong [4]. Notable library policy and practices in contemporary global academic discourse communities include the creation of digital scholarship centers, librarian skill and professional development initiative implementation, collaborative partnership approach to research and development projects, and strategic leadership and innovation [5].

Research data management has undergone a rather tremendous paradigm shift in academic libraries thanks to the advancement in big data and cloud computing technologies. This new paradigm has emphasized data inventory preservation, standardized data organization, seamless data sharing and usage efficiencies and intellectual property protections, all geared towards satisfying the intensive data needs of users [6]. Although this may translate into a dwindling competitive positioning for academic libraries as they may be unable to respond and adapt to all of these trends [7], libraries play germane roles in the growth of several sectors of developing countries; human development, education, tourism, political stability, health and security [8] for national development. Key challenges with research data management in academic libraries have stressed equipment and personnel funding needs, myopic institutional support
and the perceptual confictions about data management scope and functions at the institutional level, which derives from capacity and policy imbalance [9]. In South Africa for instance, the unavailability of resources, infrastructure, and limited data management skills among library staff are major concerns [10].

These challenges coupled with their consequences for socio-economic development are major issues that academic libraries in Ghana have unsuccessfully tried over the years to deal with. Library and information systems promotion and development are not the priorities of development planners and policy makers mainly due to lack of funds and the misconception of the value of libraries, thus economic growth has virtually dwindled along with library and information services [11]. Successive governments have focused on infrastructural development in Ghana’s academic library sector to the detriment of information technology, and even without an elaborate and comprehensive policy framework. Again, research projects in academic institutions are not informed by socio-economic development needs of the nation. Besides the uncoordinated research project planning and development, research data received at academic libraries are not effectively cataloged and conveniently disseminated according to sectoral policy development needs. These have generally stifled quality research information-powered socio-economic development in Ghana.

1.1. Purpose and Originality/Value of the Study

While previous works have appreciated the role of academic libraries in national development, identified the main challenges faced, and have mainly recommended the need for physical and technological infrastructural development for academic libraries in Ghana, there still remains a research gap of unraveling the nitty gritty of the causal factors that underlie these challenges, and practically establishing how to raise funds to support infrastructural projects and the deployment of contemporary computer and information system technologies among all private and public stakeholders, towards managing research data and other traditional activities of academic libraries in order to propel growth in all sectors of Ghana’s economy for national development. Filling this gap is the purpose of this research study.

1.2. Scope of the Study and Definition of Keywords

Having its handy objectives at heart, this study explores the broad policies and practices of research data management in the world’s academic library systems, with emphasis on academic libraries in Ghana. The study also went on to uncover the factors that underlie the challenges of academic libraries in Ghana that it identified. This was necessary to understand the opportunities that academic libraries in Ghana can take advantage of and threats they can circumvent in order to ensure that the proposed research data management strategic framework is comprehensive and effective. In setting a strong agenda for national development in Ghana, the ramifications of research data management practices of aca-
demic libraries on Ghana’s socio-economic development activities is also assessed. This enlightened the path between research data management and national growth. Finally, the study innovatively creates a real time framework that ensures research data management practices are inextricably intertwined with national development, where all stakeholders will raise funds to support the effective conduct and convenient dissemination of research data to guide policy formulation and execution.

For the purposes of this study, the following words are key to grasping the varied perspectives of this paper; Research Data, Research Data Management, Strategy, Academic Library, and Socio-economic development. These should be understood as explained below. In the words of [12], research is an academic activity and a systematized effort to gain new knowledge. A research data set therefore constitutes a systematic partial representation of the subject being investigated [13] [14]. Research data encompass the recorded factual material commonly accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate research findings, but excludes preliminary analysis, scientific paper drafts or laboratory samples, physical research plans, trade secrets such as commercial information, peer reviews, and medical and personal information [15]. Reference [16] identified four types of research data.

- Metadata or bibliographic data, which provides data about other data.
- Data underlying publications, data that validates scientific research publications.
- Curated data, which encapsulates data collections and structured databases, held on repositories.
- Raw data set, often held by institutions on hard drives.

Research data management was explained by authors in [17] to include a broad range of actors and activities with the roles and responsibility of enabling research data planning, assignment of metadata for discoverability and access, long term preservation and the introduction of new routines for governance and communication. Meanwhile, reference [18] emphasized that a research data management model should typify the six stages of data life cycle; including creating or collecting data, processing data from its raw state, analyzing the data to derive meaningful results, preserving the data, making the data accessible to others and reusing the data for future research projects.

Strategy provides an orderly route on which enables organization to operate seamlessly in its environment [19]. It typically emphasizes long-term planning horizons and business environment forecast [20]. According to [21], an academic library is a designated place, physical or digital, set aside to house scholarly research materials and other materials that support the academic, university or college community and curriculum.

Socio-economic development is the process of social and economic transformation that is derived from cultural and environmental factors, including improvement in people’s lifestyles, social justice, education levels, income levels,
skills development, employment, increased production, distribution, consumption of goods and services [22].

1.3. Methodology and Ethical Considerations

Depending on the phenomenon under study, it is critical for the appropriate research methods to be employed for the right type of research to ensure its quality outcome [23]. This study adopts an axiological research philosophy, since the author’s values played a crucial role in the research perspectives; such as discussing the impact of research data management practices on the socioeconomic development of Ghana [24]. The study also applies both the inductive and deductive research approaches. With the deductive approach, theory is applied from the onset [25] whereas the inductive research works towards theory formulation and generalizing phenomenon [26]. Moreover, with its case study research strategy of analyzing the policies and practices of academic libraries in Ghana, it is also exploratory in purpose; seeking to unravel the underlying causes of the challenges of academic libraries in Ghana and its impact on national development.

The study population includes all academic libraries in the world and all stakeholders directly and indirectly involved in their research data management practices and policy formulation as well as government agencies and policymakers. However, the major public universities and technical universities libraries, their internal and external stakeholders were purposively sampled for analyzing and discussing the objectives of this study.

Although the study did not draw from first-hand information by the researchers, it draws significantly from empirical comparative deductions from a myriad of documentary secondary data and survey-based sources. The study also applies the research Triangulation method as described by [24] by using both qualitative and quantitative data from the relevant secondary sources. Relevant documents for reviewing literature included books, journals, magazine articles, and newspapers. Survey-based secondary data sources also included government publications and other policy information from government ministry websites.

Quantitative data were analyzed as presented in the secondary data sources, supporting them with frequencies and percentages of occurrences, pictures, graphs, and charts to enhance the discussions. The above was further explained with qualitative interpretations. Moreover, key research data management theoretical models were modified and reproduced as a strategic national development.

Regarding its ethical responsibilities, this study was sure to avoid the leakage of any personal or core business information of any selected member of its sample size, as well as downgrading their management operations. Instead, it focused objectively to collect, analyze, and publish its factual findings by all professionally ethical standards; without personal distortion and erroneous conclusion.
1.4. Significance of the Study

With a coordinated enterprise-wide research data management system supported by an innovative fund management activity, the recommended comprehensive research data management policy framework will assure the world’s academic library industry of an effective RDM strategy that drives global development. This by implication will also be true for Ghana’s academic library industry and socioeconomic development.

Moreover, the study would hone the expertise of academic libraries in Ghana and direct their research data management strategies. Financial resource generalization from the proposed funding activity would also support required infrastructural development. Additionally, librarians in academic libraries would have job satisfaction fulfillment as the study would rekindle their research skills and expose them to modern library management information systems, whiles actively engaging them in executing the proposed strategic framework.

Finally, the study expands existing knowledge in library practices, research methodology and design, and research data management for national growth. It also guides scholars, researchers, academic institutions and government policymakers who wish to analyze the RDM practices of academic libraries in their countries and assess its impact on nation building.

1.5. Research Objectives and Questions

The overarching objective of this research is to analyze and assess research data management policies and practices in academic libraries in order to develop a strategic and comprehensive framework that depicts real time coordination among stakeholders for socio-economic development, thus setting a strong agenda for national development in Ghana.

Specifically, the study seeks to:

a) Assess research data management policies and practices of academic libraries in Ghana.

b) Identify key RDM challenges of academic libraries in Ghana and unravel their underlying causes.

c) Analyze the impact of RDM on the socio-economic development of Ghana.

d) Recommend strategic RDM practices in academic libraries for Ghana’s socio-economic development.

Consequently, the study addressed the following questions;

a) What research data management policies and practices are evident in academic libraries in Ghana?

b) What research data management challenges do academic libraries in Ghana face? And what are their underlying causes?

c) How does research data management in academic libraries influence socio-economic development of Ghana?

d) What strategic research data management framework and practices in academic libraries would set Ghana on the path of national development?
1.6. Organization of the Study Sections

The study is organized into eight broad sections. Section one generally introduces the trends in the academic library industry globally, its research data management problem with emphasis on Ghana, clarifies keywords and scope of the study, explains its significance and originality, considers some ethical values coupled with the appropriate methodology followed by the study objectives and research questions and highlights how the sections are organized. Section two provides a general background to the research by reviewing related literature on the academic library industry policy and practices; the challenges faced; the impact of research data management on socioeconomic development and research data management strategies. Section three discusses the research data management policies and practices of academic libraries in Ghana. Section four discusses the research data management challenges of academic libraries in Ghana. Section five discusses the impact of research data management on the socioeconomic development of Ghana. Section six offers strategic research data management recommendations for academic libraries in Ghana. Section eight draws a general conclusion highlighting limitations of the study and implications for future research.

2. General Background to the Research

Quite a great deal of research has been carried out in the library industry worldwide, which have indicated an edge in various institutions to develop technology-driven real time libraries and its associated human resource expertise, with limited emphasis on physical infrastructural development. To this end, therefore, several countries globally have transformed or are in the process of transforming policies and practices governing the management of their academic libraries especially. Existing literature has dealt extensively with analyzing general research data management trends in the library industry, challenges faced by academic libraries, ramifications of research data management on socio-economic development and recommendations for superior performance. However, it remains significantly quiet on the extent of central government’s academic library policy formulation and implementation in developing countries, the underlying causes of challenges faced by academic libraries, and a rather cogent and practical framework that depicts a seamless relationship between strategic research data management practices in academic libraries and national development, particularly for developing countries.

In order to understand the various perspectives of the strategic positioning of academic library practices in national development, this section explores the current policy and practice trends in academic libraries worldwide, their challenges and causes, impacts of RDM on socio-economic development and some strategy recommendations as analyzed and presented in previous scholarly research works.
2.1. Academic Library Industry Policy and Practice Trends and Overview

Policy and practices trending in the academic library industry have been rapid and consistent, similar to that of technological advancement and globalization. Meanwhile, developed countries relative to developing nations have greatly adapted and resisted failure amidst the new operational and strategic challenges that are implied. The authors in [27] conducted a survey of higher education libraries in Australia, Canada, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom. These countries stressed the need for effective RDM planning and training advocacy and policy development at the detriment of technical services such as data cataloging and curation. In a similar survey in the United States, Canadian and Australian college and research libraries, revealed the efforts of the National Data Service (NDS) and the Australian National Data Services (ANDS); syndicates of data management service providers, academic library institutions, publishers and computing firms, to enhance the practices of science, quality and ethical research [28] In India, the Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) designed the ICSSR Data Service 13 to manage individual and institutional researcher project data that informs the nation’s development policies [28].

Further emphasis on research data management policies and practices has also taken a significant shape in Africa as shown by [10]. Authors in [29] identified and discussed RDM awareness levels, leadership, policies and skills requirements in South African universities. For instance, an eResearch Centre has been established at the University of Cape Town whiles feasibility studies to validate the research data management projects were conducted at the University of South Africa [30]. According to the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (2015), the Zimbabwe Library Association implemented the Zimbabwe Agenda for Sustainable Socio Economic Transformation which aimed at synergizing research activities and national development.

More recent trends observed in the academic library industry were those published by the ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee (2018): research publishers have extended their services to include not only research database storing and dissemination but also analytics, discovery, and ethical quality research project management and workflow through partnership deals. Academic libraries are also dealing with fake news by engaging in information literacy promotions in order to render research data credible and accurate. In addition, the enrolment of research data acquisition, text mining and data science guidelines have also been on the fore; demand-driven acquisition (DDA) models rather than short term loan (STL) models are being applied.

2.2. Academic Library Industry Challenges and Their Underlying Causes

Reference [31] describes knowledge management (KM) as “a process of creating, storing, sharing, and re-using organizational knowledge (know-how) to improve
Gradually, the concept of knowledge management has become important in academic libraries has provided top-notch and ever-improving services library users across the world. In a bid to provide the best library management services, various challenges have been encountered especially in the academic library industry. It is evident that the world has rapidly moved towards information technology; hence customers of academic libraries showcase ever changing needs which must be met [32]. The various challenges in the industry have been elucidated in this section.

Globally, systems of education have changed radically, that is to say, teaching and learning are different from how they were about a decade or two ago. New systems like open and distance learning (ODL), virtual campus, and flipped classroom are gradually making the conventional way of visiting a library to look for books a thing of the past. The challenge here is that academic libraries are struggling to convert their entire knowledge collection into electronic resources [33]. There have also been changes in scholarly communications to encapsulate open access, institutional repository, and digital based scholarships and models of publication; these changes are so fast and academic libraries are being kept on their toes to bridge the gap between new and old methods of publishing intellectual works [34]. Authors in [32] identify that the challenges of academic libraries are intensified as a result of the need to unflinchingly train and educate staff and technology and infrastructural trauma. Reference [35] describes the emergence of IT as an “abundance that has replaced scarcity”. Because thanks to ‘search’ which was once a key skill and specialty of librarians, is now a daily routine for most users, as they have developed confidence from the success rate of search history [36]. This transformation has rendered library professionals almost precipitated because library users do not really need their expertise to get information. They simply have to “Google it”.

It turns out that, academic libraries even in advanced countries are confronted with budget and financial problems. University in the UK reported having budget issues with 36% experiencing a stagnant budget (no increase or decrease), 35% having budget reductions and the remaining 29% experiencing minimal increases [37]. These researchers also found the situation in the US to be even worse as 44% of American universities had budget cuts, 22% had increased, and 42% had a steady budget. The Charleston survey reveals that in terms of staffing, US universities are most likely to cut staff salary and reduce working hours while UK universities will rather restructure.

Some of these challenges cut across all continents in the world. 21st century libraries in Africa are faced with challenges such as financial and budget constraints, insufficient infrastructure, deficient library access resources, and opposition of change among others [38]. These issues have made it an invariably huge challenge for African academic library industry to catch up with the neck-breaking take over by information technology. The academic library system and industry in Ghana which is the main setting of this paper is no exception to these challenges however, it appears more pressing. It was noted in [39]
that a significant paradigm shift in the provision of library service in Ghana as a result of current technological advancement; hence the need for professional development to fit into the system. The problem, however, is that most private university libraries in Ghana have no professional development policies and hence zero budgetary allocation; this only results in lagging. In the same vein, the authors in [40] found that many library professionals in Ghana are educated and make use of social media platforms for personal and job-related purposes. However, their skills are not enough to use social media tools sequentially to improve library service and hence are resistant to change. According to [41], Ghanaian academic libraries have an inconvenient resolution and balance between traditional principles of public ethos and the need to pay for services.

Academic libraries in Ghana also have copyright challenges. In that, all departments of the University of Ghana rely on running photocopies of books from libraries as handouts for students to learn as a result of a huge number of students and few books. To Russell [42], one solo right of copyright holders is the right to reproduce or photocopy. This indicates a breach of copyright by most libraries across the country. The invention of digital copies makes it almost impossible to control those who breach copyright.

2.3. Impact of Research Data Management in Academic Libraries on Socio-Economic Development

Socioeconomic development can generally be described as creating wealth through jobs to improve quality of life. The importance of research data management is very well highlighted throughout literature over the years [9]. Similarly, authors in [6] opined that researchers have the need to manage data due to computational and data-intensive research which has as a matter of convention become mandatory for scholars [43]. Unfortunately, lots of scholarly researchers do not have the required skills [44] and face challenges of research data management ranging from back up, storage to integrity issues. This is in tandem with the views of the authors in [45] who also found that the needs and concerns of librarians about skills learning are akin in New Zealand, UK, Australia, and Ireland. The following section highlights how research data management in academic libraries can impact socioeconomic development.

Valantin [46] notices the inseparability of information (processed data) and the ability of any government to make concrete policy decisions. The ability to rightly interpret culturally and economically relevant data requires topnotch data management skills which brings the onus back to academic libraries. The academic libraries provide access to all aspects of data to enable the economic management team to make the best decision. This is however impossible without development of information and communication systems. Accurate research data management enhances human capital which in turn promotes national development [3].

With advanced education comes the emergence of high quality human resource base for a country and this has always been the focus of academic libraries in practicing research data management [47]. Besides, people need to have
access to information from academic libraries to be well equipped to give their opinions on political, economic, and social developmental issues. This is made easier if proper research data management is practiced by academic libraries.

In Ghana, research into agriculture has helped in many ways promote socio-economic development as agriculture has been the backbone of the economy for long. Academic libraries provide the needed information to the ministry of food and agriculture to make informed policy decisions and in the past has kept Ghana on course in achieving the sustainable development goals. Libraries have also helped disseminate information about health especially in rural Ghana which has improved life expectancy, adolescent reproductive health, and overall health consciousness of the populace [48]. Even though most rural people are ignorant of the role the library plays in disseminating health information, it has helped eradicate some basic health challenges to a reasonable extent.

2.4. Strategies for Managing Research Data in Academic Libraries

Proposed research data management strategies in previous works have been more operational than tactical and strategic. They emphasize the need for the incorporation of information technology systems and infrastructure to enable academic libraries to cope with existing standards for data quality and use. Reference [49] identified storage, security, quality, compliance, preservation, and sharing as key driving forces of research data management strategies, with country specific factors including governance, resourcing, and skills, influencing ongoing developments. However, stakeholders in research data development; such as research firms, library institutions, and computer technology firms, have suffered in coordination and uncertainty. This coordination was depicted in their proposed model (Figure 1).

Another revealing survey conducted by authors in [7] indicated that collections development and management occupied a critical place in the strategic research data management plans of academic libraries, with appropriate physical space facility ergonomics and development, and information literacy in library instruction following in that other of relevance. Moreover, while it was confirmed that academic libraries have magnified their scope and service levels in order to explore the opportunities that open access repositories; such as facilitating data access, keeping and sharing, present to the industry, research data service policy and infrastructural development is rather inadequate or perhaps negligible [50].

With empirical evidence from the Cornell University, Perdue University, Rice University and the University of Oregon, author in [51] discussed practical research data management strategies for information professionals in academic libraries as involving the convenience of preserving, validating, reusing, sharing and protecting data, the development of data management plans with assistance in scholarly communication and open access publication, developing new fund requirements for data management funds, the organization of large data volumes to facilitate effective assignment to users, the development of policy and
institutional framework such as the distributed data curation center and services, and the management of project data in archives and repositories such as copyright and data sharing [51].

Reference [52] fine-tuned the data curation life cycle model by discussing the various stages of the model and its application to research data management. In a nutshell, the model explains the planned scrutiny and manipulation of data including how to maintain, preserve and add or extract value from research data to achieve a proposed trend. The model stages encapsulate first, the planning for data creation, capturing, and storage, and ends with a predicted transformation in a predicted order. Other intermittent actions may also include data disposal, reappraisal, and migration (Figure 2). These may be necessary to address changes in government legislations and confidentiality issues [52].

Moreover, the adoption of the Data Service Program by Indiana University as part of their strategic plan in 2014, which was mainly influenced by the university’s library, cannot be overemphasized. The library’s strategic perspectives aimed at facilitating and increasing the dissemination of research and scholarship; support new metrics to assess research impact at all levels and facilitate data re-use, evaluation and archiving [53]. The program generally aimed at creating research data management awareness, streamlining data integrity issues, enhancing institutional resources, supporting data management, and honing the data management skills of researchers.

### 2.5. Summary

By dint of an appreciable commitment of human and financial resources, research institutions and academic libraries worldwide have lived up to the developing
trends in research data management, albeit it cannot be paralleled with the current scope and rate of information requirements and use, such as those in developing countries. Critical challenges are the lack of technological expertise, finance, coordination among stakeholders and infrastructural facilities. These have been caused by the lack of comprehensive policies, limited partnership programs, inadequate funding sources, and low public sensitization programs. Academic libraries worldwide have contributed immensely to projects and programmes developed in various sectors of their economies, providing research and community development consultancy services. However, these practices are intermittent projects instead of a development convention. Consequently, most research data management strategies proposed have omitted the practical connection with national development. This study, therefore, designs a framework that imbibes a path towards national development.


Library institutional policies and practices in Ghana have been characterized by piece-meal governing standards and norms that only commensurate with the organizational strategy of the institution involved. Meanwhile, the Ghana Library Board (GLB) was formed as far back as 1946 but was not established as an Act of parliament (Act 372) until 1970 to perform functions including establishing, equipping, staffing, training, managing and maintaining public libraries in Ghana [54]. Although the GLB does not have an information and communication technology policy, its key responsibilities include ICT services, training staff and sharing relevant information to rural development agencies through public libraries [55]. In 1989, the Central Reference and Research Library of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) established the Ghana National Scientific and Technological Information Network (GHASTINET) to coordinate...
and align scientific research worldwide to the development needs of Ghana [55]. Moreover, the Database of African Thesis and Dissertations (DATAD) project was initiated by the Association of African Universities (AAU) in 2000 to store and disseminate theses and dissertations of African Universities globally using CD-ROMs and the internet. Furthermore, the Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries in Ghana (CARLIGH) was also configured in 2004 to enable access to electronic journal databases, negotiating licensing agreements and promoting cooperation and networking among academic and research libraries in the country [56]. In addition, the Ghana Library Association (GLA) continually organized workshops to train library personnel, especially on modern technologies for information delivery.

Sharma in [55] identified four types of libraries in Ghana namely; school, special, public and academic. At the University of Ghana, research data management practices are evident notwithstanding the absence of RDM policy; collaborative research, data analysis and computational science support, storage facilities with high speed connectivity, an institutional repository (UG Space), a private cloud facility (HP Cloud Matrix), network and security infrastructure and an institutional Google Drive Platform [57].

In addition, there was evidence of a performance measurement policy targeted at economic development: in a survey of 5 public university Libraries in Ghana, three of the libraries were found to measure the performance of their libraries [58]. Similarly, the researchers in [59] studied the influence of technological advancement on the implementation of digital library systems in three public universities in Ghana; University of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology and the University of Cape Coast. Systems deployed include online database institutional repositories, online public access catalogues (OPAC) and websites, with a somewhat access restriction to the OPAC.

With a comprehensive collection development policy and a member of the CARLIGH, the University of Development Studies library has been able to improve its books collection process and subscription to several international and Ghanaian research journals; develop its information literacy support systems, which ensures quality research, teaching, learning and utilization of research data; develop its institutional repositories for efficient dissemination of research data; automate its library systems; establish an electronic unit support and played leadership roles in GLA programmes in the northern region of Ghana [60].

An exploratory research conducted in [61] revealed that the routine activities of the polytechnic university libraries in Ghana that reinforced research data management included research author aid and services, institutional database repository development, information literacy, and digitization. These translated into academic integrity, competitive positioning for grants, research standardization, transparency and accountability and the building of honorable reputation.
4. Research Data Management Challenges of Academic Libraries in Ghana and Their Causes

Excellent data management is a key predictor of data and research quality; it encapsulates handling, organizing, documenting, and enhancing data [62]. The life-cycle of research data management involves planning, creating data, processing data, analyzing data, preserving data, giving access to data and re-using data [63]. Academic libraries refer to all libraries that are focused on student users in various campuses. In Ghana, academic libraries are the libraries in colleges of education, universities, polytechnics, and all other tertiary institutions. A general challenge experienced by all academic libraries across the world is the evident change of context towards information technology. Even though these developments are important for libraries, it must be noted that people-oriented skills which are a basis for quality research data management cannot be overlooked [41]. The authors in [64] noted that academic libraries in Ghana have highly professional staff, good infrastructure, and good services. However, in the area of research data management which must be explored and their causes pinpointed.

The authors in [65] acknowledged that research data management is a major challenge to academic libraries in Ghana because many researchers now write, store, and share large volumes of research data in digital forms which makes it inaccessible for libraries. Steps of handling this challenge have however been taken and are far advanced as some universities have experienced some success in implementing some policies. Staff training, career development plans, and educational campaigns are also being held.

A poor level of collaboration between researchers and librarians as a result of the two using different vocabulary also hinders RDM [18]. To elucidate further, researchers speak the language of research and Librarians speak library language. The lack of guidance on good research data management practices, technology obsolesce and fragility, lack of human and financial resource were identified as serious hindrances to research data management [66]. These challenges are applicable to the Ghanaian context too as it is confirmed by [57] that staff of the University of Ghana library demonstrated an idea of what RDM is and its need but did not know exactly what it is.

The author in [67] also identifies economic recessions (which creates restriction mainly to open access research), information explosion, and technological innovation as the key issues that have led to a change in traditional academic library systems and a difficulty in research data management in Ghana.

The above analysis shows a clear background of the current state of research data management in Ghana, the key roles of Ghanaian academic libraries and the challenges they face in managing research data. It is evident from the literature that financial constraints tend to be the basis of all other challenges; in that, more budgetary allocation will make training and professional development programs easy to run. Hence, an improvement in RDM service in Ghana.
5. Impact of Research Data Management in Academic Libraries on Ghana’s Socio-Economic Development

The spatio-temporal evidence of the incredible role of academic libraries in a nation’s development is rife in the literature. Libraries have over the centuries, been repositories of information and knowledge which provide the basis for socio-economic, political and cultural development [68]. Although academic libraries in Ghana have outlived their socio-economic development usefulness, the potentials for revitalizing research data management to guide programs and projects in Ghana are not far-fetched.

According to the Institute for Statistical, Social and Economic Research (ISSER), its Social Division conducts systematic qualitative and quantitative research project compilations dubbed Ghana Social Development Outlook (GSDO) that span the social and economic sectors of Ghana including health, education, employment, land and housing, governance, water and sanitation, agriculture, energy, urbanization, youth and gender studies, and the environment, and envisions to examine the state of social development in Ghana in order to recommend development policies. In addition to conducting Consumer Satisfaction Survey for the National Communications Authority, the Measuring Learning and Evaluation (MLE) Unit of ISSER supported major projects in Ghana including; an Impact Evaluation of Inoculants Usage on Farmer Yields and Farm Incomes from 2014 to 2017, Endline Survey of the Impact Evaluation of the Home-Grown School Feeding (HGSF) Programme, Training Workshop for the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MOTI), Climate Change Budget and Financial Tracking Tools (ISSER, 2016).

Additionally, the Chattered Institute of Bankers Ghana (2019) confirmed that there were plans to automate their libraries to enable the local and international communities to access education and research materials on-line and as well enjoy an inter-library loan facility with affiliated institutions. These materials explore disciplines including banking, finance, insurance, accountancy, economics, investment, law, management, and taxation. For instance, the Kumasi Library and the Accra Library functions as an educational information hub to provide banking and finance related solutions to the northern sector bracket; Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, Northern, Upper West, and Upper East Regions (Chattered Institute of Bankers Ghana, 2019).

Furthermore, the Ghana Library Authority’s ‘Technology for Maternal Health’ service in northern Ghana, adequately positions itself to equip health-workers and pregnant women with requisite information in the quest to reduce maternal mortality and the overall cost of healthcare delivery [69]. More so, community libraries and information vans in Ghana are tasked to meet the information needs of the local people, agricultural librarians and agricultural extension workers repackage and disseminate information in the language medium that they can easily absorb [56].

Research data management in academic libraries can be regarded as strategic if it transcends the adoption and application of modern advanced technologies to conduct quality research projects, store and disseminate data and information derived; as espoused in previous works, to include an inter and intra connected real time system of academic libraries and all private and public agencies that have direct and indirect stake in national development. A national development policy is worth not implementing if its planning process does not feed on quality research data. Conversely, research data in academic libraries should also be managed in a way that conveniently informs national development. As explored in previous sections, development policies in Ghana are mostly not informed by in-depth research and strategic plans, thus, development processes are back and forth. Although significant efforts are being made by academic libraries toward improving research data management in order to support Ghana’s development projects, an innovative fund generation and management activity are lacking. This section recommends a national research data management policy framework with an embedded enterprise wide research management information system (Figure 3), that should do the trick when executed. These have been discussed below;

Install an enterprise information system technology. First, there is a need to interconnect all stakeholders ranging from public agencies, business organizations, funding agencies, and academic libraries. Academic libraries should share a web based three level enterprise information system; made of an Executive Information System (EIS), Management Information System (MIS) and Transaction Processing System (TPS). Each stakeholder must have its management information system unit that is interoperable with that of other stakeholders, and via which they can request or receive research services.

Student Research Projects should be derived from national development policy needs. To cope with the current trends of academic library practices of research and development, various universities should collaborate with government and private agencies through the installed enterprise information system to compile their project and programs development plans, challenges and information requirements in order to create research project topics, execute them according to quality ethical standards and present solution based implementations recommendations to the institutions involved. This means that students would bring to bear their research skills and work on research projects that would create a profession for them whiles aiding to undertake well informed development projects for Ghana’s development.

All sector ministries should include academic libraries into policy formulation and implementation. It is also conversely important that the ministries and authorities of various sectors of Ghana should forward their annual action plans to academic libraries in Ghana as a matter of requirement, to enable the active
Figure 3. Show a national research data management policy framework for academic libraries in Ghana.

involvement of academic libraries in planning the development of the nation. This does not exclude private businesses that operate in various industry sectors. There is the need for the research and development units of these organizations to collaborate with academic libraries to discuss their challenges develop new products, conduct market research, exchange data and design competitive strategies for international business towards ensuring economic growth for
Build innovative fund generations and management account. The above recommendations may not be realized fully without funding opportunities. It is therefore critical that a fund should be created backed by an act of parliament to involve all stakeholders to pay an annual research data management and academic library development fee in addition to government budgetary allocations. This would be done in collaboration with a selected bank as the fund manager. These funds would be channeled to expanding research project capacities and academic library infrastructure as budgeted by the appropriate authority in collaboration all stakeholders.

Formulate a national research data management policy. Finally, the enforcement of these recommendations is also very crucial to ensure that academic libraries serve their purpose of national development. To this end, a national research data management policy should be formulated and backed by law to prescribe and coordinate the activities of each identified stakeholder and ensure compliance.

7. General Conclusion

The discussions in this paper show that research is undoubtedly the core of policy planning and development projects. Thus, the quality management of research data has become a necessity for national development. With the mantle now falling on academic libraries to spearhead research data management towards creating, storing and disseminating the right research information to policy makers and business operators to guide national growth and development, it is vital to adopt a holistic approach that ensures real time coordination among stakeholder. This approach is sure to minimize the burden of inadequate financial and physical infrastructural resource, as well as a means of enhancing the research management technological skills of personnel involved. It must be reemphasized finally that this paper presents a one-stop shop for remodeling Ghana’s academic library and research data management systems to achieve significant national development.

7.1. Limitations of the Study

The study suffered few constraints. First, it used a relatively small secondary data sample size relative to the given population for its analysis. This may obscure the unraveling of the true nature of the challenges facing academic libraries in Ghana and its impact on socioeconomic development. Secondly, given the copyright issues that confronted most academic libraries and universities in Ghana, they are reluctant to disclose some confidential data, which would have widened the scope of generalizing the study result analysis, discussions and conclusions.

7.2. Implications for Future Research

This study focused on analyzing and assessing research data management poli-
cies and practices in academic libraries in order to develop a strategic and comprehensive framework that depicts real time coordination among stakeholders for socio-economic development, In order to set a strong agenda for national development in Ghana.

Future research studies should, however, conduct feasibility studies on how to implement the proposed national research data management policy for academic libraries in Ghana, associated challenges and the way forward. Again, future works should be directed at programming and developing the web-based software engineering systems required to run the operations of the proposed framework. Finally, this study should also be replicated on international level to guide international business and trade policies.
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